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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. This report addresses St. Vincent and the Grenadines’ compliance with its human rights
obligations with regard to the death penalty and related issues. St. Vincent and the
Grenadines has been observing a de facto moratorium on executions since 1995; this status,
however, should not suggest that the government opposes the death penalty.1 One
individual remains on death row2 and the death penalty remains a possible punishment for
multiple crimes, including crimes that do not involve intentional killing.3 Further, St.
Vincent and the Grenadines has failed to implement several recommendations from the
2016 Universal Periodic Review, including relating to detention conditions, due process,
and statistical reporting of information relating to the country’s prison system. The
legislature also recently passed a law that significantly curtails freedom of the press and
the rights of individuals to criticize the government.4
2. In sum, this report recommends that St. Vincent and the Grenadines abolish the death
penalty, ratify relevant human rights treaties, regularly update and publish statistics
regarding its prison system and people under sentence of death, improve detention
conditions for all persons, amend a new law suppressing the freedom of opinion and
expression, and take steps to reduce the backlog of cases in its criminal courts.
II.

BACKGROUND AND FRAMEWORK

A. 2016 Universal Periodic Review of St. Vincent and the Grenadines
3. During its second-cycle Universal Periodic Review in 2016, St. Vincent and the
Grenadines received 20 recommendations concerning the death penalty and related issues.
St. Vincent and the Grenadines accepted only four of the recommendations that touch upon
issues related to the death penalty and noted the rest.
1. Ratify relevant human rights treaties
Status of Implementation: Not Accepted, Not Implemented
4. 10 countries recommended St. Vincent and the Grenadines ratify and/or accede to the
Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR).5 St. Vincent and the Grenadines noted each of these recommendations6 and has
not implemented them.
2. Impose a moratorium on the death penalty or abolish the death penalty
Status of Implementation: Not Accepted, Not Implemented
5. St. Vincent and the Grenadines received two recommendations to abolish the death penalty,
three recommendations to consider or work toward the abolition of the death penalty, four
recommendations to place a moratorium on the death penalty with a view to its abolition,
and one recommendation to change its de facto moratorium to a de jure moratorium.7 St.
Vincent and the Grenadines did not support these recommendations8 and has not abolished
the death penalty or instituted a formal moratorium.
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3. Detention conditions
Status of Implementation: Partially Accepted, Not Implemented
6. St. Vincent and the Grenadines received one recommendation to ensure that its Kingstown
prison meets international minimum standards and adheres to the United Nations Standard
Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (the Nelson Mandela Rules), which St.
Vincent and the Grenadines noted. St. Vincent and the Grenadines received another
recommendation to bring conditions at all detention facilities into line with the Nelson
Mandela Rules. St. Vincent and the Grenadines accepted this recommendation but there
has been no improvement in prison facilities. Reports of inadequate prison facilities in the
country persist, including understaffing and overcrowding.9
4. Statistical reporting
Status of Implementation: Accepted, Not Implemented
7. St. Vincent and the Grenadines received one recommendation to partner with international
agencies to strengthen its capacity to collect, process, and analyze statistical information
concerning police misconduct and prison conditions.10 St. Vincent and the Grenadines
accepted this recommendation.11 GCL reports that it is not aware of any systematic changes
in the way that this type of statistical information is collected, processed, and analyzed.
Further, GCL notes that it remains difficult to obtain information from the government
regarding statistics relating to police misconduct and the prison system in St. Vincent and
the Grenadines.12
5. Due process / access to justice
Status of Implementation: Accepted, Partially Implemented
8. St. Vincent and the Grenadines received one recommendation to reduce the backlog of
cases before its courts and one recommendation to reform its justice system with a view
toward guaranteeing justice to all, including through providing qualified staff. St. Vincent
and the Grenadines accepted both recommendations.13 St. Vincent and the Grenadines
continues to have a backlog of cases before its courts14 but has taken steps to reduce this
backlog, including adding another criminal court judge15 and holding ongoing Criminal
Assizes. Moreover, criminal case management rules have been instituted to assist with
ensuring monitoring of trial progress.16
6. Public awareness regarding the death penalty
Status of Implementation: Not Accepted, Not Implemented
9. St. Vincent and the Grenadines received one recommendation to implement a public
awareness campaign regarding the absence of deterrent effects of the death penalty. St.
Vincent and the Grenadines noted this recommendation.17
B. Domestic Legal Framework
10. The domestic legal structure in St. Vincent and the Grenadines is based on English common
law.18 The government is structured as a parliamentary democracy.19 The judicial functions
are administered by the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court, which assigns one or more High
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Court judges (depending on case load) to reside in the country and hear cases from the
local courts.20 The ECSC has assigned four judges to St. Vincent and the Grenadines.21
There are 11 lower courts and appeals going beyond the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court
are sent to the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court of Appeal.22 The Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council in London has final appellate jurisdiction.23
11. The Constitution of St. Vincent and the Grenadines recognizes that “[n]o person shall be
deprived of his life intentionally save in execution of the sentence of a court in respect of
a criminal offence under any law of which he has been convicted.”24 The death penalty is
maintained as a possible sentence for murder and treason.25 Executions are carried out by
hanging.26 People under sentence of death are kept in Her Majesty’s Prison in Kingstown.27
12. In 2009, the Privy Council held that the death penalty should be imposed only in “the worst
of the worst” or “the rarest of the rare” cases, where there is no prospect of “reform and
social re-adaptation” and no other means of achieving the object of punishment.28 In 1993,
the Privy Council ruled that a death sentence cannot be carried out more than five years
after a prisoner has been sentenced, in which case the sentence should be automatically
commuted to life imprisonment.29 St. Vincent and the Grenadines has not complied with
this ruling, as the only person on death row has been there since 2006.30
III.

IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS
OBLIGATIONS
Right or area 2.1. Acceptance of international norms

13. St. Vincent and the Grenadines has not ratified the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR
or the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture.31
Right or area 7.1. Context, statistics, budget, cooperation with civil society
14. The Minister Counsellor and Deputy Head of Mission of the High Commission for St.
Vincent and the Grenadines to the United Kingdom recognized in remarks to the Human
Rights Committee in 2019 that “increasing the capacity of the national mechanism for
reporting and follow-up, and reporting obligations to treaty bodies” was an outstanding
issue for the country.32 GCL reports that it is difficult to obtain information from the
government regarding statistics relating to the prison system.33
15. The government met with civil society organizations working to advance human rights,
including St. Vincent and the Grenadines Human Rights Association (SVGHRA), but
government officials “rarely cooperated with the SVGHRA or shared its views on human
rights issues.”34 While nongovernmental organizations operate freely in the country,
“reported security threats including a physical attack on a volunteer apparently prompted
the US Peace Corps to withdraw 23 people from the country in August 2018.”35 GCL also
noted that the government has not taken action to support GCL’s efforts to educate the
public about alternatives to the death penalty and human rights issues relating to the death
penalty.36
Right or area 12.4. Death penalty
16. The death penalty is a possible sentence for murder and treason.37 The Constitution
explicitly contemplates that the government may carry out executions.38 The Constitution
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also prohibits the deprivation of the right to life except in execution of a lawful court
sentence.39
17. There is only one person, Patrick Lovelace, who is currently awaiting execution.40 He was
convicted of murder and sentenced to death in 2004.41 His appeal is working through the
court system and a final resolution has not been determined.42 His appeal alleges numerous
errors in the administration of his trial and alleges bias against him by the trial judge who
presided over his case.43
18. The most recent executions were carried out in 1995 when three people were hanged.44
One of those three was convicted primarily on the basis of testimony from a 14-year-old
witness who saw the defendant from a distance of 150 to 220 yards in the rain.45 None of
the people executed in 1995 was given advance notice of their execution in accordance
with international standards, and human rights groups contended they were unable to
mount an effective defense given the short notice.46
19. Public perception that murder rates are high—a perception influenced by media
coverage—has apparently fueled public support for the death penalty, as “some persons in
St. Vincent and the Grenadines have called for the death penalty as a deterrent.”47 In 2018,
St. Vincent and the Grenadines had a homicide rate of approximately 30 per 100,000
people, which was the second highest of the Caribbean countries.48 The government
delegation to the Human Rights Committee in 2019 noted during the constructive dialogue
that the country was “overwhelmingly supportive of the death penalty therefore there were
no plans to declare a moratorium on the death penalty.”49
20. In 2018, St. Vincent and the Grenadines voted against the United Nations General
Assembly resolution calling for a moratorium on the use of the death penalty.50
Right or area 12.6. Conditions of detention
21. There are reports of inadequate prison facilities in St. Vincent and the Grenadines.51 “Key
problems with prison facilities included understaffing, overcrowding, the inability to
control contraband, and limited space to segregate juvenile prisoners.”52 Local newspapers
in the country have written articles on “appalling”53 and “deplorable, nasty, stinking
conditions.”54
Right or area 14.3. Freedom of opinion and expression
22. In 2016, St. Vincent and the Grenadines enacted a new law that significantly curtails the
freedom of the press and the rights of individuals to criticize the government. Specifically,
the law provides a punishment of up to five years in prison for anyone who “subjects
another person to public ridicule, hatred or embarrassment.”55 Human rights defenders
have expressed concern that the law could be used to impede the free flow of information
and news and could suppress public debate surrounding sensitive topics.56
Right or area 15.1. Administration of justice and fair trial
23. A significant backlog of criminal cases has led to prolonged pretrial detention periods.57 In
2017, “there were approximately 20 detained defendants awaiting trial for more than two
years”58; however, government authorities and civil society reports from 2019 indicated
“compliance with Court of Appeal guidelines, which require a preliminary hearing to be
held within nine months of detention.”59 The government of St. Vincent and the Grenadines
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provides legal representation to indigent defendants only for people charged with capital
offenses, contributing to lengthy pretrial detention periods.60 The country has no Legal Aid
system.61
Right or area 30.4. Juvenile justice
24. Juveniles convicted of crimes in St. Vincent and the Grenadines between the ages of 16
and 21 years are held with convicted adults.62 This practice is reportedly due to limited
prison capacity.63
IV.

RECOMMENDATIONS

25. This stakeholder report suggests the following recommendations for the government of St.
Vincent and the Grenadines:
•

Abolish the death penalty and replace it with a sentence that is fair, proportionate, and
in compliance with international human rights standards.

•

Impose an immediate official moratorium on carrying out death sentences, effective
immediately both for any future sentences and previously imposed sentences.

•

In the absence of a de jure moratorium, restrict the use of the death penalty to those
crimes in which the defendant committed an intentional killing, and eliminate the death
penalty for offenses not entailing an intentional killing, such as treason.

•

Collaborate with civil society organizations in the Caribbean to conduct a
comprehensive public awareness-raising campaign to educate the public about
international human rights standards as they pertain to the death penalty and about
alternatives to the death penalty.

•

Increase the resources and personnel available to the justice system so that there are
sufficient judges, lawyers, and paralegals to minimize the backlog and reduce pretrial
detention period to durations that comply with international standards.

•

Ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR and the Optional Protocol to the
Convention Against Torture.

•

Amend Article 16(1) of the Cybercrime Bill of 2016 to narrow the definition of
“harassment” to protect independent journalism and promote public discourse.

•

Ensure that detention conditions comply with the Nelson Mandela Rules, including
Rule 11(d), stating that “[y]oung prisoners shall be kept separate from adults.”

•

Regularly publish and update statistics on the number of executions, number of death
sentences imposed, number of people on death row, identities of all persons on death
row, dates of conviction and sentencing, defendants charged with capital offenses, and
any other pertinent information.

•

In the absence of a de jure moratorium, enact legislation to ensure that the sentence of
any person held on death row for more than five years is commuted to life
imprisonment, consistent with the Privy Council’s decision in Pratt and Morgan.
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